
Nick Nuffer-Mad lib

1. Coordinating Conjunction

2. Verb - Past Tense

3. Proper Noun

4. Proper Noun

5. Noun

6. Adjective

7. Verb - Past Participle

8. Pronoun

9. Verb - Past Tense

10. Coordinating Conjunction

11. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

12. Coordinating Conjunction

13. Pronoun

14. Adverb

15. Preposition Or Subordinating Conjunction

16. Verb - Past Participle

17. Adverb
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Nick Nuffer-Mad lib

One night when I fell asleep I had a dream Coordinating conjunction in my dream were random characters.

First I went to the crusty crab and Verb - Past Tense a crabby patty from Proper Noun . Then I walked

out of the crusty crab and I found a dinosaur named Proper Noun . Fido was fun and really weird but he

didn't make any noises. When me and Fido walked up in Noun of a Adjective ninja monkey and

the monkey said NINJAA! We were Verb - Past Participle it could talk Then Pronoun and Fido

Verb - Past Tense away. We ran into a giant crevice and jumped in it Coordinating conjunction we were

lucky because there was water at the bottom. Then somehow we were running from a boulder in the jungle like

Indiana jones was I asked Fido Preposition or subordinating conjunction a whip. Then we saw a witch's house

Coordinating conjunction we walked in and she was baking a pie and she made us a pie. Pronoun also

asked her Adverb if she makes good sandwiches but she said no she only makes pie. Then me and Fido

fell off the world and landed in candy land. The trees were made of cotton candy and the fences were lolly pops.

The rocks were also made of gum drops we walked Preposition or subordinating conjunction the gum drops all day

long. After a while me and Fido were Verb - Past Participle and a cloud floated down in front of us. We

jumped on the cloud and it was like the softest bed in the world. We Adverb fell asleep and it felt like

we were flying........................oh wait..............WE WERE!!
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